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Larry, with 
Peaceful 
Mind and 
Propriety 
toEmbrace 
the World.
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Words and Deeds with Propriety
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Propriety
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Larry high-end series is an expression of balance between 
c o n c i s e n e s s a n d e xq u i s i te n e s s .  D e s i g n e d w i t h  ve r t i c a l 
elements, its concise lines extrude majestic momentum. A lively 
interpretation of eastern propriety and western aesthetics. 
Economic and political strategies are combined with space 
design,  making Larry the best representative of your status.

Balance Between Conciseness
and Exquisiteness
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Larry retains a modern look with a dash of retro styling as the arrestive L-shape structure 
stresses the idea of propriety, which is the core of Chinese Confucianism. Reliable and 
restrained, it exemplifies the charisma of leaders to the full. 

A Gift of Status, As It Is
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The ubiquitous “L “shape structure constituted by 
clean lines symbolizes “leading”. Grey leather and 
walnut wood harmonize with each other; together 
with Calm chair, this space creates a sedate aura. 
Besides, premium leather gives you all-day comfort. 

A Mix of Wood and Leather
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Wireless charging function, charging 
the digital device at any time.

The side cabinet drawer is equipped with 
smart fingerprint lock for higher file security.

The large-capacity storage drawer is 
designed with a built-in double-layer 
leather pencil box.

Under the sliding leather plate there are 
power socket, pen case, and wiring hole.

4. Multiple power sockets and USB interfaces
are built inside to charge different devices.

5. Playing a song to relax yourself.
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Integration of Storage and Display 

The symmetrical structure and semi-open file cabinet 
strike a perfect balance between
openness and privacy,
and the intelligent light 
helps to create an elegant aura. 
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Integration of Storage and Display 

The cabinet space has been divided into 
the display area, collection area, clothes 
area, and so on. It offers a modernized 
and personalized take on storage that 
accommodates the items people actually 
use during work.
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In an era where everything is about maximizing profits, we have consistently revered and inherited the spirit of 
ingenuity. Larry adopts hardware from international brands: Austria Blum and German Hettich combined with 
atmosphere lamp, artistic mountain grain on back cabinet, glass, leather, and wood is perfect confluence, for every 
detail is essential for implementing perfection.

Cloths rail Uplift door panel

Collection display 

Wardrobe

Shoe rack

Inductive light band

Inductive light band

Inductive light band

Schematic diagram of functions of Larry

Stereo

Slide panel

Temporary  storage

Hidden wiring box / pen groove

Bevelled trunking

Small-size private file

Wireless charging

Fingerprint lock

Power outlet and routing system

Important files
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Larry high-end conference table is born for originality. Designed 
with a 65mm-thick desktop, the overall appearance is powerful 
and domineering. The desk feet adopts delicate leather upholstery 
technique, holding the desk like the Roman column, majestic and erect, 
and creating a serious conference environment.

A Gift of Status, As It Is
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Wiring Trunk with Slide Leather 
Top, A Gift of Softness

The indented feet design makes room for your legs and brings you a comfortable sitting 
experience throughout the meeting. 

The feet adopts delicate leather upholstery 
on two sides to combine the firmness of 
wood and softness of leather and protect the 
feet from collision. Grey tone is low-key yet 
classic.

Leather Upholstery on the Feet 
for Higher Safety
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Two-eye Hualing  (Two peacock tail feathers on hats 

of second-class officials from Qing dynasty) Words and Deeds with Propriety

22

Elegance
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Larry makes new definitions about the healthy working 
experience by innovatively integrating the sit-to-stand 
function to its side cabinet. Available in both seated and 
standing heights, it strikes a perfect balance between 
dynamism and demureness. The digital switch can be rotated 
slightly so that people in standing positions can also see the 
real-time height effortlessly. 

A powerful lifting motor with a low noise 
makes technological elements fit right in, 
bringing quiet and smooth operations. A 
range from 750mm to 1150mm encourages 
you to choose your preferred table height. 
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Interior Cabling brings Total Neatness 

The lifting presidential desk has made breakthroughs in 
terms of cabling to ensure no wire is exposed during the 
lifting process. Easily accessible power sockets help to 
charge your tools conveniently.
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Black paint plate and mountain-grain walnut 
harmoniously match to endow the space with 
business aura.

The under-desk leather drawer can be pulled 
out and used anywhere. 

A combination of wood and leather is designed to take up less 
visual space yet still outlasts trends. 8mm super-slim enclosed 
strip offers a stark contrast to the thickness of the surrounding 
area, which furthermore stresses its delicacy. 

90° flip cable box makes cables managed and 
stowed neatly out of sight.
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Semi-open back cabinet is the right place to 
store private files and display art collections. 
With a symmetrical segmentation design, 
different sizes of collection can fit in. The 
yellow leather panel increases the stereo 
sense of the office space.

The segmented leather layer is designed for 
storing delicate accessories like neckties, 
belts, and glasses. 
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Flip cable trunking: Both ends of the desktop 
are equipped with a cable box with hairbrush 
and two power sockets.

Door-shaped feet: Unique mechanical structure 
brings a sense of tension. 
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One-eye Hualing  (One peacock tail feather on hats 

of third-class officials from Qing dynasty) Words and Deeds with ProprietyWords and Deeds with Propriety

34

Morality
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Square Base
with Asymmetric Aesthetics

The middle-size desk and small-size desk 
both have a wonderful combination of 
square metal feet and solid wooden feet, 
creating an asymmetric beauty we may 
also see in arms of the Venus statue. Black 
acrylic is used on desk edges to increase 
the sense of change. A variety of storage 
cabinets are available for small space 
layout.

Small-size executive desk can be matched to any mobile 
cabinet to form an office system.

There is another combination
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Multiple Types of Bases Available

EY86 manager table with multiple types of bases available is perfect for matching 
different space styles. Square steel base with sand-blasting processing is concise and 
competent; and black solid walnut base is prudent and generous.
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Small-size Negotiation Table for Idea-Exchanging

Talking to someone sharing one ambition is a 
fun thing to do, for you may exchange ideas and 
opinions. Larry EY70 negotiation table is designed 
with a T-shaped structure in which the desktop is 
concise and thick while the feet is upright and firm. 
Open your mind and exchange ideas here. 
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Desk+File cabinet+Conference table+Negotiation table

EY80L/R.320260H
W3200*D2600*H750(mm)

EY78.220100H
W2200*D1000*H750(mm)

EY82L/R.240120
W2400*D1200*H750(mm)

EY86L/R-2.240180B
W2400*D1800*H750(mm)

EY22-2.140070B
W1400*D700*H750(mm)

EY78.220100
W2200*D1000*H750(mm)

EY83L/R.240200
W2400*D2000*H750-1150(mm)

EY86L/R-2.200160B
W2000*D1600*H750(mm)

EY86L/R-2.220180
W2200*D1600*H750(mm)

EY22-2.160070B
W1600*D700*H750(mm)

EY80L/R.360260
W3600*D2600*H750(mm)

EY80L/R.360260H
W3600*D2600*H750(mm)

EY22L/R-2.160070
W1600*D700*H750(mm)

EY77.360180H
W3600*D1800*H750(mm)

EY77.100220H
W10800*D2200*H750(mm)

EY77.720220
W7200*D2200*H750(mm)

EY78.280130
W2800*D1300*H750(mm)

EY88L/R-2.280220
W2800*D2200*H750(mm)

EY82L/R.280120
W2800*D1200*H750(mm)

EY86L/R-2.180160
W1800*D1600*H750(mm)

EY22-2.180080B
W1800*D800*H750(mm)

EY77.480200H
W4800*D2000*H750(mm)

EY77.240128
W2400*D1280*H750(mm)

EY77.900220
W9000*D2200*H750(mm)

EY78.340150
W3400*D1500*H750(mm)

EY70.100100
W1000*D1000*H750(mm)

EY83L/R.280220
W2800*D2200*H750-1150(mm)

EY86L/R-2.220180B
W2200*D1800*H750(mm)

EY86L/R-2.240180
W2400*D1800*H750(mm)

EY22L/R-2.140070
W1400*D700*H750(mm)

EY88L/R-2.240200
W2400*D2000*H750(mm)

EY80L/R.320260
W3200*D2600*H750(mm)

EY22L/R-2.180080
W1800*D800*H750(mm)

EY77.540200H
W5400*D2000*H750(mm)

EY77.360180
W3600*D1800*H750(mm)

EY77.100220
W10800*D2200*H750(mm)

EY88L/R-2.300220
W3000*D2200*H750(mm)

EY86L/R-2.180160B
W1800*D1600*H750(mm)

EY86L/R.2.200160
W2000*D1600*H750(mm)

EY88L/R-2.260200
W2600*D2000*H750(mm)

EY77.240128H
W2400*D1280*H750(mm)

EY77.720220H
W7200*D2200*H750(mm)

EY77.900220H
W9000*D2200*H750(mm)

EY77.480200
W4800*D2000*H750(mm)

EY77.540200
W5400*D2000*H750(mm)

Product Material (Desk＋ File cabinet＋ Conference table＋ Negotiation table)

W-29B W-24B W-18B W-23B E-11

Main Color Optional Color Secondary Color

Desk

Conference Table

File Cabinets

EY98L-2.310040
W3100*D400*H2000(mm)

EY98R-2.310040
W3100*D400*H2000(mm)

EY98L-2.261040
W2610*D400*H2000(mm)

EY98R-2.261040
W2610*D400*H2000(mm)

EY94.300051H
W3000*D510*H2050(mm)

EY95.360051H
W3600*D510*H2050(mm)

EY96.090040
W900*D400*H1150(mm)

EY90.180040
W1800*D400*H800(mm)

EM25-2.042055H
W420*D550*H593(mm)

EM25-2.042055HS
W420*D550*H593(mm)

EY.YX(CH-HTL100093)
W850*D60*H60(mm)

EE27.114040H
W1142*D400*H593(mm)

 Movable Cabinets / Fixed Cabinets

EY27L.049060
W497*D600*H687(mm)

EY27R.049060
W497*D600*H687(mm)

Specification Specification
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CKM81SR
W665*D670*H1230(mm)

CKM81SC
W665*D670*H1230(mm)

CKM60SR
W660*D635*H1060(mm)

CKM60SC
W660*D635*H1060(mm)

CKM80SR
W660*D660*H1240(mm)

CKM80SC
W660*D660*H1240(mm)

Chairs

CKM70GR
W660*D700*H870(mm)

CKM70GC
W660*D700*H870(mm)

CKM71GR
W650*D650*H870(mm)

CKM71GC
W650*D650*H870(mm)

TP-NP11H

TP-PV22H

TP-NP14H

TP-PV11H

TP-NP14H

TP-PV10

TP-NP21H

TP-PV15H

ZP9817

TP-PV14

TP-NP22H

TP-PV20H

SC/GC

SR/GR

Chair

Specification Material 

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.




